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ABSTRACT

The recoil-pr"ton polarization in 'If+-p elastic scattering at 310-Mev

incident-pion laboratory kinetic energy has been experimentally measured at

four 8cattering angles with scintillation counters. Polarization values obtained.

related rms experimental errors. and mean center-oi-mass recoil angles are:

+0.044 • 0.06Z at 114. Z deg, -0.164. 0.051 at 124.5 deg.-O.l S5 lit 0.044 at

133.8 deg, and -0.16Z • 0.031 at l45.Z deg. The sign 01 the polarization is de-

fined to be positive when a preponderance of the recoil protons had their spin- -vector. pointing in the direction 01 PiX Pf' where this quantity is the cross

product of the initial and final momentum vectors of the conjugate pions. A

beam of lXl0
6

pions per sec incident upon a 1.0_g/cm
Z
-thick liquid-:hydrogen

target produced the recoil protons, which were then scattered by a carbon target

at a mean energy varying with recoil angle from 113 to 141 Mev. The polarization

of the recoil protons was analyzed by measuring the asymmetry produced in the

carbon I!Jcattering. A proton beam of known polarization was used to determine

the analyzing ability (measured asymmetry divided by the polarization of the

), incident protons) of the system at each recoil angle. Values obtained for the

analyzing ability range from 0.41 to 0.51.
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I. INTRODUCTION

+ -To investigate 11' -p and 11' -p elastic scattering, which are prOCtl8Sea

of fundamental importance to the understanding of nuclear phenomena, we can

measure the differential cross section. the total cross section. and the

polarization of the recoil protons as a function of scattering angle. I Although

pion-proton cross sections have been measured by many experimenters at many

energies, the accuracy and completeness of the experimental data can be con-

siderably improved upon. In contrast to the numerous cross-section results,

few measurements exist of the recoil-proton polarization in elastic pion-proton

scattering. This scarcity of data is due to the difficulty of obtaining pion beams

of high energy and, in addition, high intensity. Beams with both of these

characteristics are needed so that the polarization of the recoil protons can be

satisfactorily analyzed. If the flux of these protons were not adequate or if

their energy were too low" we would not be able to determine their polarization

with the desired accuracy.

III
This work was done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.

t Now at Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Livermore, California.
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In fOl'mer analyses of pion-proton scattering data in term. of phas.

2
shifu~ uncertaintiee have ariseno Not ooiy have the valucu and signa of some

of the phase shift. in a. solution been uncerta.in. but a180 leveral di!£erent type.

of solution have been obtained. Mea.aurementlJ of the lrecoU-proton polarization

can be very useful in removing these uncertainties. Different variation. of the

polarization with scattering angle are predicted by the varioue types of phase-

shift solution. obtained when only the cross-section data b available. On the

bash of polarization mea,uJ"emente. one may therefore be able to decide which

type of phaee-,hift eet is the physically valid one. These measurements alao

improve our knowledge of the individual paJ"amete!'1 in eo lBolution because many

of the phase shifts are sen.itive to the recoil-proton polarization data. The

pha.e ehifts related to D waves are especially sensitive to the 1l'eeulte of

polarization measurements.

There now exists a limited amount of experimental information on the

iii
polarization of the recoil protons in 1f -p elastic scatteringo Kunze g

Romanowski 9 Ashkin~ and Burger investigated 'If - -p scattering at ZZ5-Mev

incident-pion kinetic energy by using a counter-<ontrolled dodd chamber. 3~ 4

In another polarization expe riment. Orlgor i ev and Mitin examined 'If...... P

5seattering at 307 Mev with the aid of photographic emu1&ion.. Vasilevsky and

V18hnyakov report preliminary result. on the polarization of the recoil protons

- 6in 'iT -p scattering at 300 Mev. They employed approximate~y900 Geiger

counter. to detect the desired events.

There are large experimental errors in all the recoil-proton polarization

results Just mentioned. Nevertheless. these data have been useful in the analysis

of pion-proton scattering. The polarization results have lavored certain sets of

phase shift. over other sets. (The advent and development of the dispersion

relations have also aided in eliminating certain ambiguities.) Information has
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+been obtained concerning the magnitudes and signs of the n -p D-wave phase

shifts: however. there are still 8izable errore a.sociated with these parameters.

Considerable uncertainties also exist in the values of other phase shifte.

Before a precise set of pion-proton phase shifts can be obtained, accurate

polarization experiments are needed. In deciding to perform this type of experi-

ment, we have had to consider carefully the problem of obtaining a high-energy.

high-intensity pion beam. A beam with the desired characteristics has been

produced. It contains positive pions and has a maximum intensity at about 300 Mev.

This energy is adequately high 80 that D waves should be affected by the

nuclear interaction, but yet sufficiently low so that only a minimum of inelastic

scattering should occur. Inelastic scattering is undesirable because it can

complicate the measurelnents and subsequent analysis.

Our pion beam has now been used to detect the polarization of the recoil

protons in 1'-+-p elastic scattering at 310 Mev. Plastic scintillation counters

were used for this purpose. and data were obtained at four different scattering

angles.

This report discusses these polarization measurements. We will first

present the quantities and equations pertinent to the experiment. Then we

describe the pion beam and the method, apparatus, and procedures used to

deterInine the polarization of the recoil protons. The calibration of the

apparatus will be included in this discussion. Finally, we will present the

results of the polarization measurements and disctiSS uncertainties in these results.
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11. POLA..l:tIZATION FUNDAMENTALS

UCRL-9488

T~ order to define polarization and its related quantities. let us employ

a right-handed x-y-z Carte8ian-coordinate 8ystem. The associated spherical

angular coordinates () (orB) and ¢ (or :1~) are defined in the customary.manner. 7 We

consider a beam of protons moving along the z axis in the +z direction. with

a scattering target placed at the origin. Let the x and z axes lie in the

horizontal plane and allow the +y direction to be up. The component of the

polarization vector of the incident proton beam in.the direction perpendicular

to the horizontal plane can be defined as P = (NU-ND)/(NU+ND ) ,where N U and

Nn are the numbers of incident prQtons per unit beam with their spin vectors

pointing up and down, respectively.

If a beam of protons is polarized in the direction perpendicular to the

horizontal (~-z) plane and elastically scatters off a target composed of spin

a
zero nuclei, one can write

(1)

Here 'PI is the polarization in the y direction of the incident proton beam.

Pl is the polarization that would be generated in the scattering (denoted by the sub-

script 2) if the incident bea:m were unpolarized, and e, the asy:m:metry produced

in the scattering, is defined as

N(epZ =0
0

) - N(epZ ;: 180°)
e ::

o 0
N(epZ =0 ) + N(epZ =180 )

(Z)

o 0The quantities N(epZ:l 0 ) and N(.pZ c 180 ) are the intensities of elastically

scattered protons at the designated ~Z angles and at the same value of eZ'

We now apply these results to our recoil-proton experiment, where the Bubscript

1 refers to the 1l+ -p scattering, which produces the protons with polarization
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'PI (in the y dA:redion»o and the subscript Z denotes the scattering that analyzes

the recoll-proton poll.adzaUol'll by producing an a.ymmetry. Both scatterings

are a ••umed to taktl pia.ell in the horizontal plan.. The bar. over eo P l , and

P z indicate that we are ~onc.rned with average values of the•• quantities, be

caus. our pion beamv ~ounter.o and targets all have extended dimensions.

The scattering of a polarized beam in order to determine its polarization

la referred to a. an ilanalyzing" scattering. A proton that haa been scattered

and then detected ia designated an V'analyzed tl proton. The factor 'PZ in Eq. (1)

is called the "analyzing ability liD of the arrangement. Thi. iI not to be confused

with the Dtanalyzing efficiencYi Di which is defined later.

We have discussed only elastic 8cattering in this 8ection. When protons

"'ria incident upon an analyzing target .uch a. carboni inelastic scattering can

also occur" Although some kind. of inelastic processes may produce as

large an asymmetry .a the ela8tic scattering. other types do not. Thus the

inelastic reactions tend to lower the average measurable asymmetry. One wishes

to measure as large an asymmetry a. pO'8ible. consistent with a satisfactory

counting rate v to minimize the influence of error. that affect the asymmetry by

a fixed. amount, We therefore try to arrange the experimental conditions 80 as

to di.cdminat6 againet al many of the inelastic proces8es as possible.

Accmrding \to EQo «l~D we can ascertain the recoil.proton polarh;ation,

~Q 0 by meaeurilDlg 'i and. P'l)O Our a.ynunetry mea8uremenU will be described
IJ, .".

bYl SecUon. IU and! &Vu The determination of P2 Will be dhcu••ed in Section V.
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III. BEAM. METHOD. AND APPARATUS

A. Positive-Pion Beam

ueRL-94GB

The external proton beam of the 184-in~ synchrocyclotron at Berkeley

produced the desired positive pions. At the point where it entered the exp;;;ri-

mental area (Physics Cave). the proton beam was about 2.5 in. wide and 1.5 in.

high. It had an energy of approximately 743 Mev. a root-menn-square (rmo)

11energy 8 pread of about :t8 Mev, and a maximum intensity of (2::1::1) X 10

particles per sec.

A polyethylene (CHZ) target was placed in the external proton beam ncer

the point at which the beam entered the cave (see Fig. 1). This material was

.elected principally on the basis of its free-proton constituent (HZ)' which can

enter into the p + P --7 11'++d process. We were able to obtain an optimum

number of 310- Mev pions by talting maximum advantage of this reaction. The

thickness of the CHZ was experimentally determined to give the ma::dmum

number of positive pions leaving the target in the forward direction with the

desired energy. The optimum target thickness was about 19 in.

After leaving the polyethylene target. the positive pions with the requisite

energy were momentum-analyzed and focused by a series of two bending and

three quadrupole focusing magnets (Fig. 1). The first focus of the system was

within the center quadrupole magnet. This magnet acted on the off-axis particles

to increase the number reaching the final focus, which was at the liquid-hydrOGen

target shown in Fig. 1. In order to obtain the desired physical arrangement. the

second bending magnet was built into the concrete shielding surrounding the cave.

A 2-1n. -thick piece of carbon absorber was placed directly after the central

focusing magnet in order to remove low-energy particles with the selected

momentum, such as protons, from the beam.
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The ayrnmetry of the magnet arrangement enabled the second half of

the system to approximately cancel the momentum di.persion created by the first

hall. Thu. a distinct final focus was obtained in which there was little correlation

between momentum and position acr08S the beam. +The 'If beam was observed to

be nearly symmetrical at the final focus in both the horizontal and verticnl

directions. Ita full width and height at half maximum intensity were about

3 in. and lin.. respectively.

At the center of the liquid-hydrogen target. the mean energy of the pions

was 310 Mev (momentum ol4Z7 Mev/c). and the maximum intensity was about

6 + 9ZX 10 1f mesons per .ec. The rms uncertainty in the mean energy of the

beam was approximately *3 Mev, and the rms energy spread in the beam was

*10 Mev. corresponding to a momentum spread of d::l.5%. The energy of the

pione was measured by determining their range In copper. and also by the

suspended-wire technique.

B. Method

A 8mall fraction of the incident positive pions ela8tically scattered on

protons in the liquid-hydrogen target. In terms of the nomenclature in Fig. Z,

counter. A and B selected the recoil protons that left the target at angles

approximating 8 1• Counter C was placed at the appropriate angle (OC) to

count the elastically scattered pions that had knocked protone in the AB

direction. This counter placed a severe restriction on the type of scattering

event that could be detected by the system. In general. events other than

elastic 1rt -p scattering could not produce a count 1n C as well as a particle

through A and B. Counter C was surrounded by Z.4_g!cml -thick iron. which

helped guard against low-energy charged particles.
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A portion of the recoil proton., after passing through counters A and

B, were scattered by the carbon analyzing target placed immediately following B.

We chose carbon as the material for this target because of ita ability to analyze

the polarization of protons in the energy region of our recoil protons (110 to

10140 Mev). Counter B played a dual role in that it also served as part of

the analyzing target. Carbon being one of its principal constituents, counter B

produced about the same asymmetry a8 did the actual carbon target.

The two counter telescopes shown in Fig. Z detected protons that were

.cattered by the analyzing target. Copper absorber was placed between the

counters in each telescope to help prevent unwanted particle. b'om counting

in DO or DE. The counter telescopes were interchangeable in position. In

this way, each independently measured the asymmetry produced by the analyzing

scattering. The second telescope increa8ed our counting rate and served as a

check on the first set of counters. The size of DO and DE was chosen so

that these counters accepted almost all the .cattered protons detected by counters

111 and IV.

Because of the low counting rate. expected, counter. with large areas

were u.ed. We had to reach a compromise, however. bet ween counting rate and

angular resolution. The sizes of the counters in the analyzing telescopes were

limited because of the undesirability of exceslively lowering the average

mea.urable asymmetry. Immoderately large counter. would extend over an

excessively great range of the analyzing angles 6Z and 4'Z. Only over certain

regions of values of these angles are both the asymmetry and counting rate

satisfactory. As 4lZ approaches 90 and 270 deg, the asymmetry disappears
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[becau.e, at If>Z anglo. other than 0 and 180 deg, a co. (.pZ) factor enter. Into

Eq. (1)111. 1! 82. b too .mall, the asymmetry due to nuclear .catterlng 18 con

10.iderably lower than the maximum obtainable value, and alao the unpolarized

Coulomb .cattering can enter. At large value. of. Oz the intensity of the scattered

10proton. decrease. greatly. and the effect. of Inelastic .cattedng increase.

In order to limit the spread of recoil angle. accepted by the .yetem and

to aid the 6 Z angular re.olution, counter. A and B were made smaller

than tho.e employed in the analyzing tele,copel" The estimated rms spread

in the 61 values of the accepted recoil proton. was. Z.4 deg [corresponding

to 11:4.8 deg in the center-ol-ma•• (c. m. ) .cattering angle}. This number did

not vary appreciably over the range of recoil angles investigated. Principal

lource. of the apread in 9 1 were (eltimated rma values are given):

(a) counter sizo

(b) pion beam convergence

(c) beam width and liquid-hydrogen-target longth

r.I:O.8 deg

11:1.8 deg

*1.3 deg •

The rms .um of these numbers is the value of 2.4 deg Ju.t pre.onted.

C. Counters, Electronics. and Scattering Apearatu8

Each counter was composed of polystyrene plastic scintillator and was

viewed by one RCA-6810 photomultiplier tube. A .olid lucite light pipe con-

nected each photomultiplier to its corresponding scintillator. The dimensions

of the .cintillating regions of the counters (all rectangular in area) are given

in Table I.

Our electronics arrangement employed fast coincidence circuits oithe

12
Wenzel type to detect the scattering events of interest. ' Output pulses from

each of the counters were d~layed and amplified when nece.sary, and fed into
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the coincidence circuits. A coincidence between pulses from counters A, B,

and C detected 11'+-p scattering events at the liquid-hydrogen target. The

output pulse from the ABC coincidence was amplified o split, and fed into two

additional coincidence circuits. One of these circuits accepted pulses from

counters III and DO: the other received pulses from IV and DE. In this

manner, coincidences were formed of the types ABC III DO and ABC IV DE.

The output pulses representing the five-fold coincidences, and also an ABC

output pulse, were amplified, passed through axnplitude discrixninatora. and

finally were fed into scaling units.

The liquid-hydrogen target, with slight modification. was that described by

Chamberlain and Garrison. 13 The amount of. liquid hydrogen in the scattering

plane was approximately 1.0 g/cm
Z

• In order to deternrlne the portion of our

final counting rate not due to the liquid hydrogen. a second target assembly was

alBo employed. This Ilblank /I was similar in construction to the liquid-hydrogen

target assembly but contained no hydrogen. When desired. the actual target

was moved out of position and the evacuated blank placed on the beam line.

Our counters, targets, and principal supporting frameworks are shown

in Fig. 3. (Counter C is not included in the dra wing.) Distances between counters

and targets are given in Table II. As indicated in Fig. 3, the analyzing angles

were measured by means of a plumb bob attached to each counter telescope.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. General Procedllres

The appropriate voltages at which to set our counters and the proper

amounts by which to delay the pulses from the counters were determined by

observing coincidence counting rates as a function of these paramctera. In

ascertaining the voltage and delay settings, wo examined particles that were

of the same type and energy as those to be investigated in the asymmetry

measurements. We ther-cfore adjusted the system to count the desired

particles and to discriminate against unwanted particles. After selecting the

final voltages. time delays. and amplifier settings. a simultaneous chan80 of

:1::50 v in all the counter voltages did not significantly alter the counting rates.

On many occasions during the data-accumulating period. this test was per-

formed as a check on the stability of th~ electronics.

Background particles posed a considerable problem at the bc;;inning

of the experiment. Much of the background was produced by the external proton

beam of the cyclotron stopping in the rear wall of the cave. In anticipation

of difficulty. we solidly clubedded the second bending magnet in the cave wall.

placed concrete roof blocks on the cave. and put concrete above, below, and

on both aides of the last focusing magnet. These precautions were not sufficient.

We were able to further reduce the accidental counting rate by using the fast

electronics already described and by employing as long a cyclotron beam spill

as possible. We finally were forced to lower the intensity of the external proton

beam. and therefore the pion beam. by a factor of two (the resulting 1T+ intensity

6
was 1 XlO per sec).

To determine our accidental counting rate, we delayed the ABC

coincidence output pulse by 5.2X10- 8 sec before it entered into a coincidence

of the type ABC III DO or ABC IV DE. This amount of delay represented
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the time difference between two radio-frequency fine-structure pulses of the

cyclotron. We investigated singles rates and various coincidence rates. and

concluded that our principal source of accidentals was a valid ABC event

forming a coincidence with a second particle that passed through one of the sets

of analyzing counters. The accidentals were reduced by piling lead bricks

near counter B. as shown in Fig. 2. This lead shielding extended approximately

I it above and below the beam line. It limited the number of particles that could

pass through the analyzing counters without also passing through A and B.

At our smaller recoil angles. the lead wall nearer the pion beam was extended

until it almost completely shielded the analyzing counters from the beam. We

placed additional lead shielding. at all recoil angles. just before the liquid-

hydrogen target. This shielding was put on the same side of the pion beam as

the scattering arm and eliminated many particles that scattered off or near the

last focusing magnet.

The region of laboratory recoil angles investigated was '17 to 32 deg.

The recoil angle a1 could not be made excessively small. or ~he set of

analyzing counters nearer the pion beam would extend into the beam. We were

limited at the other extreme by the desirability of obtaining a relatively high

average energy at the analyzing scattering. As explained earlier, it was ad-

vantageous to measure as large an asymmetry as feasible. For a given incident

proton polarization. the asym.metry that can be produced by carbon decreases

10
rapidly below 135 Mev. We therefore did not want the average scattering

energy at the carbon target to fall much helow this value. Our recoil angles

were thus restricted to the forward direction in the laboratory system.

corresponding to large angles of scattering in the c. m. system. We used

thinner carbon targets at the larger recoil angles to compensate at least

partially for the decrease in energy of the recoil protons.
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The range of '9Z values (analyzing-telescope angles) used in tho

asymmetry measurements was 15.5 to 17.0 deg. In dedding upon these settings,

we compromised between various factors. These factors. which were discussed

in Section III-B. include inelastic scattering, counting rate. and magnitude of

the asymmetry.

On at least one occasion during the experiment. we observed the ABC

counting rate with no liquid hydrogen in the target. We compared the counting

rate when the evacuated target assembly was on the beam line with the cor

responding rate when the blank was in position. The agreement was found to be

satisfactory for the polarization measurernents. and therefore the blank was

considered a reliable facsimile of the actual target assembly.

On another occasion during the experiment, we removed the carbon

analyzer and left only counter B to scatter the recoil protons. The rate of

analyzed protons decreased by approximately the predicted amount. thereby

increasing our confidence in the experimental method.

A few more comments about our general experimental procedures are

in order before we discuss specific procedures at each recoil angle. An argon.

filled ionization chamber was placed in the pion beam before the liquid-hydrogen

target in order to monitor the beam intensity. Our counting rates were normalized

to a standard amount of beam through the ionization chamber. Because the

polarization measurements did not require a knowledge of the absolute intensity of

'IT+ mesons striking the target. no corrections were made for beam contamination.

For each of four values of 9 1, we analyzed. under the same conditions, the

polarization of the protons recoiling to both the left and right sides of the pion

beam (in the horizontal plane). The two resulting asymmetries at each 9 1

were then compared. These two asymxnetries should have the same magnitude

but opposite sign. The agreement generally obtained served as a check on the

experimental method.
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B. Procedures at Each Recoil Angle

We began the data collecting at each recoil angle by determining the

range of the recoil protons. During these measurements, the anglo e Z

of the selected analyzing telescope was set near 0 deg and the carbon target

to be used in the aaYmInetry determination was in its position immediately

after counter.B. One of our range curves is shown in lfig. 4. At the recoil

angles initially investigated. range curves {or both sets of analyzing counters

were obtained. We found satisfactory agreement between the two telescopc!l,

and subsequently meaau:.:ed only one range curve at each recoil angle. Equal

ranges were also observed for protons recoiling to the left and right sides of the

pion beam at a given value of a 1• The mean energies of the protons. as de

termined from the range curves, agreed well with the predictions of kinematics.

An examination of the tails on the range curves indicated that about 970/" of the

detected particles were the desired recoil protons.

The running point, indicated by an arrow in Fig. 4, refers to the amount

of copper absorber that was placed between the counters in each analyZing

telescope during the asymznetry measurements. The copper partially guarded

against particles associated with inelastic-scattering processes in the liquid

hydrogen and carbon targets and stopped a portion of the stray background

particles. At the same time, the absorber permitted the detection of the recoil

protons that were elastically scattered at the analyzing target.

Following the range-curve measurements, we obtained the profile of

the recoil-proton beam defined by the ABC coincidences. Each analyzing

telescope was individually moved through this beam and counting rates determined

at various angular settings. The profile and subsequent asymmetry measuren'1cnta
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were made under all identical conditions as possible. In particular, both

series of measurements used the same analyzing target and the sarne amount of

copper before DO and DE- A beam profile is shown in Fig. 5. The center

line was determined from the experimental data and represl!nU the center,

horizontally, of the beam of detected recoil protons.

After obtaining a range curve and two beam profiles at a selected

recoil angle, we measured the asynunetry of the recoil protons that scattered

off the carbon target. No variation of asymmetry with beam intensity was found

as long as the pion intensity did not exceed lKI0
6

particles per sec. The analyz-

lng telescopes were regularly interchanged in order to allow each set of counters

independently to measure the asynunetry. By alternating the telescopes frequently,

we reduced the adver.e effect of slow time variations in the equipment on the

asymmetry measurement.. The left and right analyzing angles for each telescope

were 8et with respect to the center line of the profile obtained with that telescope_

In this way, we minimized the influence of differences in the two counter

arrangements on the measured asymmetries. Systematic errors in the

asymmetries were lessened by accurately determining with each telescope

the center line of the recoil-proton beam, and by precisely setting the analyzing

angles. The profiles were checked frequently during the asymmetry measure ...

menU by repeating two observations on each side of the center line.

With the tele8copes positioned at the appropriate analyzing angles, a

aeriee of counting rates was determined. The ABC III DO and ABC IV DE

rate. were obtained for the folloWing experimental arrangements:

(a) liquid-hydrogen target centered on the pion beam, and normal time

delay'

(b) liquid-hydrogen target centered on the pion beam@ and the ABC

pulse delayed by 5.2.><10- 8 sec: (accidental rate)

(c) blank centered on the pion beam, and normal time delays.
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The accidental rate with the blank centered Oll'. ~h<t' beam was found to be neg

ligible and was therefore not measured regularJly. We obtained the rate of

analyzed recoil protons by subtracting the rate8 in «b» and (c) from that in

(a). and by combining the statistical counting erlrOlrlJ in the appropriate manner.

The difference between left and right analyzed~protonratelll o divided by the sum

of these rates, then gave the asymmetry. e.
The types of particles that we wished to detect in measurement (c) may

have passed through the liquid hydrogen during the (a) measurement. If this

were the case. rate ec) should have been determined with additional copper

absorber before DO and DE in order to compensate for the ionization energy

1088 in the absent liquid hydrogen. The rate in (c) was observed with and without

the added absorber, and no difference was detected. Therefore we generally

neglected this copper correction.

Significant experimental quantities are listed in Table Ill. Included

are pertinent angles and energies, analyzing-target thicknesses, five-fold

coincidence counting rates. and analyzing efficiencies. Our final five-fold

counting rates were limited by the number of ABC coincidences. The ABC

rate, in turn, was restricted by counter B and to a smaller extent by counter.

A and C. The accidental and blank corrections each averaged about 50/0 of the

corresponding corrected analyzed-proton rate. The rms energy spread

of the recoil protons. as determined from the range curves. did not vary

greatly with angle and was typically about :1:10 Mev.
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V. CALIBRATION AND INITIAL POLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS

A. Calibration

AI explained in Section II. the formula e :c: 'PIPz is applicable to the

experiment under discussion here. In order to obtain t\ at various recoil

angles. we measured e and -P-Z. We have described howe was determined.

The calibration portion ,of the experiment, in which we mea8ured the analyzing

ability. PZ' will now be discussed.

The analyzing ability of an experimental arrangement depende on

characteristic. of the incident proton beam, analyzing target. and detecting

counters. but is independent of the polarization of the incident protons. Ex

amples of quantities affecting P~ are the energy of the polarized protons at

the analyzing target. the type and thickness of material composing the target.

the angles eubtended by the counters measuring the asymmetry, and the amount

of copper absorber in the analyzing telescopes. If all component. and

characteristics of the system are identical for two different asymmetry measure

ments, then the analyzing abilities are the same.

In order to determine the analyzing ability of our system for each

measured recoil-proton asymmetry. we employed a proton beam of known

polarization. The polarized protons passed through counters A and B.

scattered on the analyzing target. and were detected by the same analyzing

telescopes as those employed in the recoil-proton measurements. Cor

responding to the recoil-proton investigations. the analyzing scattering

took place in the horizontal plane and the incident protons were polarized in

a direction perpendicular to this plane. Equation (1) can be rewritten for the

calibration portion of the experiment as ~C) =p~C) "'r'z(C). By knowing
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p:C) and by meaauring e(C) ~ we .could experimentally determine ~C). If

the conditions under which we obtained PZ
C ) were the "ame ae those in the

measurement of a recoil-proton asymmetry. then ~1C)is equal to the r~coi1..

proton analyzing ability that we wished to a8certain. Because the characteristic.

of the analyzing scattering were different for each recoil angle (Bee Table ill).

four separate analyzing. abilities had to be determined. This method of obtaining

the values of P2 took into account the small portion of the analyzed recoil proton.

that had been inelastically scattered at the carbon target.

We produced the proton beam of known polarization by passing unpolarized

protons through the magnet system shown in }"1.g. 1 and scattering thcn'l off a

carbon target placed at the final focus. The protons were obtained by degrading

the external proton beam of the cyclotron as it entered the Physics Cave. With

the 2-in. -thick carbon absorber removed from its position after the central

focusing magnet. the degrader thickness and the magnet currents were adjusted

to give an unpolarized proton beam of the desired energy. The proton-beam

size at the final {ocus of the magnet system was nearly the same as that of the

11'+ ..meson beam. The liquid-hydrogen target used in the recoil-proton measure-

menU wae replaced by a carbon target measuring 0.25-in. thick by 6-in. wide

and B-in. high. which was centered on the beam line. A range curve of the

unpolarized proton beam showed the fraction of mesons in the beam to be

negligible and the mean energy of scattering in the carbon to be 173 Mev.

The scattering arm was placed so that counters A and B accepted a

mean scattering angle of about 13.8 deg (left). By using data from Dickson and

10 14 15
Salter, Tyr€n.!!.~ and Alphonce ~~~ and Hafner w we calculated the

mean polarization of the scattered protons detected by counters A and B to be

0.71 *: 0.05 (in the direction perpendicular to the plane of scattering). We included
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the effect. of lnela.tic .cattering in this calculation. Although a. higher elastic

.cattering polarillation could have been obtained at a larger angle. the relative

importance of the le....d••irabl. melaltic .catt.ring would have been increa.ed.

The. I'm. error of • 0.05 in the polarization Ie ba.ed on uncertaintie. in the

elaltic and inela.tic .xperimental data employed in the calculation of the

polarization, and uncertaintie. in the diltribut10n and value. of the scattering

angle. accepted by counter. A and B.

U.ing the polarlll.d-proton beam. defined by counter. A and B. we

reproduced the different .et. ol recoil-proton analyzing condition. a. cl08ely

a. po••ible and mea.ured the four J:e.u1ting a.ymmetrie.. In order to obtain the

required mean .catt.ring energie. at the analyzing target•••ufficient amount. of

degrader were placed JUlt betore counter A. The thickne•• of degrader wa.

dilferent tor each of the four mea.urement.. Range curve••howed that we had

attained the .ame mean .cattering energie. a. in the recoil-proton observation.

to within about Z Mev. The I'm. energy spread in the polarized-proton beam

was *8 Mev••lightly Ie•• than the lillO-Mev energy .pread of the recoil protons.

For each ot the four calibration mea.urements, a beam profile was obtained

with each analyzing telescope and the appropriate analyzing angles were .et with

re.pect to the observed center lines. The po.ition. of these profile center lines

were not the same as in the recoil-proton mea.uremenh owing to the differences

in the angular diltributions of the protons from p-e and 1l'+-p .cattering.

Data were obtained in the calibration measurement. by observing the

AB W DO and AB IV DE coincidence rates. Counter C could not be employed

in the calibration procedures because the conjugate particle. (carbon nuclei)

received too little energy to be counted. We determined the "blank" rate by re

moving the 0.Z5-in. -thick carbon target from itl position in the unpolarized-proton
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beam. The calibration counting ratel c alter correcting for accidental and

blank counts. were approximately ten times the rate. !nthe recoil-proton

measurements. Our accidental coincidence. averaged about 5% of the cor

responding corrected analyzed-proton rate~ and the target-out (blank) coincidences

averaged about 14%. Much higher counting rates could have been obtained by

raising the intensity of the external proton beam of the cyclotron. We restricted

our net counting rate in order to limit the accidental and blank coincidences

to reasonable levels. The effect of background particles was reduced by stacking

lead bricks at the same positions a5 in the recoil-proton measurements.

B. Initial Polarization Measurements

Our data on the polarization of the recoil protons were obtained during

two different running periods at the cyclotron. In generals the procedures and

the apparatus were the same in both runs. 'Where difference. existed we have

referred to the Run-Z arrangement, a. a preponderance ot our data was acquired

during the second period. Owing principally to the larger-arla telescope counters

employed in the first run. the analyzing abilitiee measured then were smaller

than tho." later obtained. The polarized proton beam \ued in the calibration

portion of Run 1 had a polarization of 0.58:1:0.09. Only one analyzing telescope

was employed in the initial polarization measurements.

During the recoil-proton measurements in the first run~ we photographed

the pulses from the counter. a8 a check 011 the perfornumce of the electronics.

Signa1& from the counter. were displayed on a four-beam oscilloscope. When

ever the electronics detected a posoible five=fold coincidence. the oscilloscope

was triggered and the pulses appearing on the four sweeps were recorded on

35-mm film. The film was later projected on a viewer. We measured and

plotted the heights and relative positions of the pulses frorn each counter.
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The resulting distribution. enabled u. to .elect ~estrictive criteria

for tho validity of an event. We rejected a eet of pube. if the position or

height of any individual pulle did not closely conform to the appropriate normal

value. Tho acceptable film eventl determined an asymmetry at each recoil

angle. There was no blank counting rate to be subtracted; blank coincidence'

were negligible during the early measurements owing to the relatively low

inten8ity of the pion beam. Accidenta.l. that could deceive the electronics

were presumably eliminated in the film analysis becau8e of the restrictive

criteria. Value. of the asymmetries calculated from the film data agreed well

with the electronic asymmetries and increased our confidence in the electronic

method.
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VIe ERRORS AND RESULTS

A. Experimental Error.

UCRL-9488

Principal sources of experimental error in the alymmetry measure-

mente were counting _t:1t1lt1C8 and uncertainty in the c..enter line of the recoil-

proton beam. Uncertainty in the podtion of the center line can arise, for

+example, from variation41 in the dlr~ction of the 'IT -meson beam due to magnet-

currcnt fluctuations. Another source of this type of error is in the determination

of the beam-profile center line from the observed profile counting rates.

We obtained an estimate ot the uncertainty in the position of the recoil-

proton-beam center line by examining the variation at each recoil angle of the

observed beam-profile center lines. It wa6 &s6umed that these fluctuations

reflected the various sources of error an.d therefore gave at'l approximate experi-

mental determination of the composite uncertainty. This investigation yielded

an rm9 error in the profile center line of :II O~ 10 deg {or Run 1 and :I:: 0.06 deg

lor Run Z. We calculate that an error of 0.10 deg in the poaition of the beam

center line causes an uncertainty of approximately O.Ol in the measured aeyrnmetry.

Thus the estimated error in each asymm~trymea19urement due to this origin

is ~ O.OlO for Run 1 and =O.Oll for Run Z. These numbers are based on the

recoil-protoll. observations but also appear approximately valid for the calibration

portions of the experiment.

We e.timate an rms uncertainty of =O~45 deg in each mean laboratory

recoil angle given in Table III. This corresponds to an error of about ± 0.90

deg in each c. m. scattering angle. Principal sources of this error are un-

certainties Int the position and direction of the pion beam at the Hquid-

hydrogen target, the position of counter B. the position of the liquid-hydrogen

target along the beam Hne ll and the correction applied in order to obtain the mean

recoil angle from the angle at the geometric center of counter B. In the calibration

for Run 2. these sources of error yield an rms uncertainty of :t: 0.6 deg in the

IUean laboratory scattering angle accepted by counters A and B.
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B. Experimental Results

Table. IV and V present the experimental result8 of both runs. The

satisfactory agreement that was obtained between the two sets of analyzing

counters in Run 2 is not vhown; only the combined reaulU are presented.

Whon combining two aeymrnetry or polarization mea8urementlJ~ the individual

quantities have been weighted by the inverse of the square of their errors.

The uncertainty in the polarization of each calibration proton beam is

not included in the errors given in Table V. Thus there is an additional rms

error of. 15.570 in all Run... ! values of F2 and PI' and of :1:.7% in all Run-2

values. When combining the polarization results of the two runs, we neglected

this type of uncertainty. The 15.5% error ill Run 1 and 7% error in Run 2 are

partially correlated because they are based to a certain extent on the sam"

experimental 8cattering data. Even it' these errors were conlpletely correlated.

which is not the situation, the maximum. possible effect on any of our final

(combined) polarization values would be an additional nns uncertainty of only

.110/0. This is small cOIl1pared with the final errors given.

Our sign conventions will now be Iilummarized. In Table IV j the sign of

the asyrnmetry is considered positive il more of the recoil protonlll scattered

to the left than to the right at the carbon target. A positive analyzing ability

1n Table V .ignifies that a majority of the protons scattered to the left at the

analyzing target when a preponderance of the incident protons had their spin

vectors pointing up (out of the plane of Fig. 2). The sign of the recoil-proton

polarization 18 positive in Table V when more than half of the protons had

- -their spin vectors pointing in the direction of PlAPf' where this quantity is

th.e cro•• product of the initial~ and final-momentum vector. of the conjugate

pion.. In other word8~ a positive polarization signifies that a majority of

the protons recoiling to the right side of the incident pion beam had their

spin vectors pointing up.
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The four final polarization value. given in Table V have been combined

with accurate cro.I-If:ctlon data at 310 Mev. and a comprehenlive phase-shift

analyde perforlne:d. These polarization meaeurement. have had a definite

influence on the resulu of the analysis and have enabled Ul to Invelltigate the

1T+-p pha.e ehilts more thoroughly than was previously possible. The phase-

.bift investigations employing the four polarization values are dieculsed

16elsewhere.
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1. Fermi first showed, theoretically, that one can in general expect the

recoiling protons to be polarized, this polarization being perpendicular

to the plane of the scattering. See E •.Fermi, Phys. Rev• .2.!., 947 (1953).

2. For further discussion of the analysis of pion-proton data in terms of phase
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UCRL-9481, November 16, 1960; submitted to Phye. Re.v.
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6. See B. Pontecorvo, Proceedings ot 1959 International Conference on

Phyeic. of High-Energy Partide., Kiev (unpublished), p. 36.

7. The angl., (J (or e) is measured with respect to the +z a.xis, and <I> (or j~) is measured

in the x-V plane with respect to the +x axis, the +y axis lying at <I>(or ¢) =.90 deg,

In this rtlport, we deeignate general laboratory 8catte. 'dng angle. 'by

01 and ti' and laboratory angles at the cent~r8 of the scintillation

counter, by ai and Ii ' where i is an identifying subscript

(l,l, or C).

8. For example, lIee .Eq. (7) of O. Cha.Jnberlain, E. Segr6', It. D. 'fripp,

C. Wiegand, and T. Ypsilanti., Phya. Rev. 102, 1659 (1956).

9. The beam intensity employed in the polariza.tion measurements is given

in Section IV-A.

10. J. M. Dickson and D. C. Salter, Nuovo cimento 6, 235 (1951).

11. See Eq. (6) of the work cited in footnote 8.
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Table I. Dimenlion. of the .cintillation counter. used to mea'ure the

polarillation of the recoil proton.

Counter Dimen.ion. of counter
(width X height X.thickne•• )

(in. )

A Z X 6 X 1/"

B Z X 8 X 1/.

C lZXlZXl

llUt IV "X 20 X 3/"

Dou DE 6 X 22 X 3/4

Table U. Diatance. between center. of componenU 01 the apparatu. u.ed

to mea.ure the polarization of the recoil proton.

From To Dhtance
(in. )

Liquid-hydrogen target Counter C 16.5 - 19.25

(depending on 6 1)

1J.quid-hydrogen target Counter A Z"

Counter A Carbon tal'get z.
Carbon target Counter UI or IV 37.5

Counter ill or IV Counter DO 01' DE 5.5
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Table lII. Significant experimental quantities--angle., analyzing-target

thicknesses, energies, five-fold coincidence counting rates, and analyzing

e!ficiencics--for tho four mean laboratory angles of detected recoil protons.

Experimental quantity

Mean laboratory angle of
detected recoil protonsa

(deg)

131.6 117.2. 106.2. 94.7

145.2. 133.8 124.5 114.2

15.5 15.5 17.0 17.0

Z.o 1.0 0.5 0.5

178 161 154 139

132 143 156 111

Laboratory angle ot conjugate pions
(deg)

C. m.. scattering angle
(deg)b

Analyzing-telescope angle,
e (dog)

Thickness of carnon ana.lyzing
target (in. )

Mean kinetic energy of recoil
protonG at center of liquid
hydrogen target (Mev)

Mean kinetic energy of con-
jugate pions at center ot
liquid-hydrogen target

(Mev)
Mean kinetic energy of recoil

protons at center of carbon
analyzing target (Mev)

Approximate average ABC 111
DO ~ ABC IV DE coincidence

rate per minuteC

Approximate analyzinfit efficiency
of~ telescope

16.6

141

5

1/300

22.1

140

z

1/600

26.6

12,8

1

1/1100

31.6

113

1

1/700

a Because of the angular variation in the dif£erentlal cro.. s eection, each

mean laboratory angle is about 0.3 deg .maIler than a1, the corresponding

angle at the center of counters A and B.

b The angle in the c. m ••ystem between the direction of 8cattering and the

initial direction of motion of either particle.

c Corrected for accidental and blank counts.

d The analyzing efficiency is defined as (five-fold rate)/(ABC rate).
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Table IV.
aExperimentally measured asymmetrie. of the analyzed recoil protons

Mean c.m.
.cattering angle

(deg)

b
Run 1

Left Right

114.Z -O.13Z~.089 -0.074:1:0.066 +0.005:0.039 to.039±0.033

124.5 +O.099:t:O.054 -O.091lf;:0.03G

133.8 +O.1301f:O.064 -0.21Z.0.053 to.06S:J:O.031 -0.039:1:0.031

145.Z to.045:CO.053 -0.073:.1:0.038 to.0461f:().031 -0.123:1:0.028

a The error. given are .tanda.rd deviation. and are due to counting statistics only.

bAU Run... l a.ymmetrle. are ba.ed on the re.ulU of the film analyela. except

the 133.a-deg (lelt) a.ym.metry, {or which only electronic data exist.

c The a.ymmetrie. mea.ured with each analyzing tele.cope were combined in

order to obtain the Run-2 asymmetrie. given here. A total of 800 to 2000

analyzed recoil proton. determined each Run-2 asymmetry listed.

d The "Left II and. "Right" column headinge refer to the side o{ the incident pion

beam on which the recoil proton. were observed.



Table V. Summary of experimental result.

Experimental quantity Run
No. Mean c. me scattering angle (deg)

114.2 124.5 133.8 145.2

Recoil-proton asymmetry (i)a 1 +O.OOZ*O.055 -0.178%0.043 -0.063%0.034

2 +0.OZO±O.OZ1 -0.094±O.03Z -0.054%0.023 -0.• 088::1:O.0Z2

Analyzing ability (~2)b 1 +0. 276:tO.041 +0.401:1:0.043 +0.45Z±O.041

2 +O.413:tO.048 +O.573±O.O46 +0.500:1:0.047 +0.517:1:0.02.3

Recoil-proton polarization

(PI =e/I5Z) 1 +0.007%0.199 -0.438%0.116 -0. I 39±O.076

2 +0.048%0.065 -0. 164:tO.057 -0.108:tO.047 -0.170*0.043

Recoil-proton polarizationc 1 and Z +0.044:i:0.062 -0. 164:i:O.057 -0.155:J:O.044 -0.16Z±O.037 •\.oJ
N
I

aThese results were obtained by combining the Left and Right asynunetriea of Table IV at each scattering

angle. after reversing the sign of the Left asym.metry and after adding (in rms £a.shion) to each statistical

counting error in Table IV the beam-center-line uncertainty discussed in Section VI-A.

b We determined each analyzing ability by computing P
z

=PZ(e) =e (e)/ p:C) , where e (e)

is the appropriate asymmetry that was measured during the calibration portion of the experiment. and piC)

is the polarization of the proton beam used in the calibration measurement. The errors presented here arise

!rom the experimental uncertainties in the calibration asymmetries (counting statistics and beam-center-line

uncertainty). The error in PICe) is not included. The result. of both analyzing telescopes in Run 2 have

been combined.

C These final polarization values were obtained by combining the results of Runs 1 and Z. A plot of these

values is given in Fig. I of Foote et ale 16 The errors are assumed to be independent.--

c:
()

~
t"'
I

-.J:>
.;..
co
oc
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LEGENDS

Fig. 1. Scale drawing of the magnet system lor the tr+ beam. The bending

magnet. are designated M1 and MZJ °1, OZ' and 0) are the

quadrupole locusing magnets. Magnets 01 and 0) have 8-in.

aperturell, and Oz has a 4-in. aperture. Also shown 18 the counter

arrangement u8ed to detect the recoil-proton polarization. The

dimensions of tho counters and carbon target are not to .cale.

Fig. Z. Seal. drawing (plan view) 01 counter and target arrangement used

to measure the polarization of tho recoil protons.

Fig. 3. Scale drawing (elevation view) 01 counters, targeU, and principal

supporting frameworks ueed to mealu... the pola..h:ation 01. the recoil

protons. The angles a1 and 6 Z have been eet equal to 0 deg in this

figure. Only one analyzing telescope" shown.

Fig.... Range curve ot the recoil-proton beam at a1 • 16.9 deg right.

Fig. 5. 5eam profile 01. the recoil-proton beam at 01 • 16.9 degleft.

The angular reading of the profile center line lies near 8 deg rather than

o dea because the point from which the plumb bob bung was not at the

center of the counter telescope.
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